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A Talent Agency
Boris Cherniak, Author, Speaker, Motivator
Boris is a humorous presenter and a leading expert in psychology of
eliminating fears in life and business. For over three decades he has
helped people tap into their creativity and imagination to positively
impact lives. Achieve goals by acting decisively while challenging the
norm. Boris encourages growth by breaking patterns of negative thinking
to achieve success and exceed expectations. He inspires positive actions
that lead to productivity and personal enrichment.
Boris is a Ground Breaker and was named Global Leader, Entertainer of
the Year as well as numerous other award nominations. The “Program
Your Mind for Success”, “You Can Do Anything” and “Fear No Fear” are
in high demand. Boris has presented keynotes for IBM, 3M, Domino’s,
Microsoft, Telus and Google. In fact, Boris is credited as being the creator
of the term “Google Me”. His clients include an eclectic group of
Companies who want to enrich the lives of their employees. These
include associations; public and private companies from all business
sectors - financial, technology, non-profit and healthcare organizations.
Boris has appeared on CNN, CBC, CBS, FOX, and NBC among many
others. He is a regular guest expert on Maury, helping eradicate phobias
and has also been profiled on Montel, The Vegas Show, Comics! and at
Just for Laughs. The presentations deliver side-splitting fun and are the
topic of conversation at the office the following day. Boris entertained
and helped boost morale for troops stationed in Afghanistan and Kuwait.
The book You Can Do Anything expands on the powerful message
delivered at a TEDx talk. Boris provides humorous examples of limitless
possibilities on the road to a successful and enjoyable life. He fuels
imaginations and gives people the tools to strive for higher achievements.
Boris has appeared in over 30 countries and in thousands of presentations
as a performance coach, entertainer and business speaker. His keynotes
boost morale and help teams and individuals bond while boosting
productivity. He provides extraordinary results by helping achieve
excellence in the workplace with a humorous and highly interactive
presentation.
Boris Cherniak is the author of self-help audio programs: Relaxation &
Motivation, Fast Phobia Cure, Eliminate Fear of Public Speaking.
Boris Cherniak’s presentations are empowering, interactive and
unforgettable, fuelling positive change, bonding and productivity.

Specialties: After Dinner Speaker, Entertainment, Humor,
Inspiration, Motivation, Personal Development, Sales, Stress
Management, Teamwork/Teambuilding, Peak Performance,
Comedian, Body Language, Fearless Attitude, Best-Selling Author,
Leadership, Productivity, TEDx Speaker
Target Audience: Conferences; Associations; Corporations; Large
Groups: healthcare, insurance, financial services, technical and women's;
Non-Profits; Universities

Topics Include:
You Can Do Anything
Author of a book that bears the name of this program, this
unique and interactive demonstration of power of suggestion
shows ways to overcome challenges and discover people's
untapped potential. The format is fast-paced and entertaining.
Employees at all levels will embrace future with innovation,
productivity, creative and positive thinking. Attendees will learn
to focus on maximizing their potential. This keynote or seminar
is hilarious, interactive and informative.
Fear No Fear
Boris is a regular guest expert on Maury, helping people with
unusual and extreme phobias, which makes him uniquely
qualified to discuss how easily fears can be overcome. This
unique and interactive presentation teaches attendees that there
is nothing to fear but fear itself. Fear is learned and we all have
them - public speaking, darkness and even the unknown. The
presentation is interactive, hilarious and delivers the message
loud and clear to help attendees deal with change, fear, stress,
and achieving goals. Highly entertaining and powerful keynote
presentation where attendees become stars.

Please call for fees
Testimonial:
“There's been a buzz about your show. After the first week's
performance, word spread to our agents and through our staff,
so the second week we had a huge audience.”
Cindi Brown, MA, CIS, Events Consultant,
Scottsdale Insurance Company
“We have done almost everything and your hypnosis show will
go down as one of the best events that we have had.”
Michael Paisley, President,
Paisley-Manor Insurance
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